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Amman, Jordan, 07 -09/06/2015
In cooperation with AFA Jordanian member companies, AFA organizes the 28th Technical
International Conference, in Amman, Jordan, during the period 7 – 9 June 2015, in Le Royal Hotel,
under the title “Arab Fertilizers Impressing Future Sustainability”.
AFA Technical Conference receives remarkable attention from both Arab and international companies
specialized in fertilizer industry. The Conference attracts the most significant international companies
working in the field of technology, equipment production and chemicals used in such an industry, in
order to present their related state-of-the-art achievements. Moreover, the event is considered to be a
distinct opportunity to gather Arab fertilizer specialists with their international counterparts and present
latest developments via regional working papers highlighting companies’ experiences in environment
protection, preventive maintenance and production methods development.
Arab fertilizer industry is witnessing great development in using available technologies so as to achieve
the following goals, namely improving fertilizer quality, saving energy consumption and protecting the
environment.
The Conference program includes (21) working papers and case studies, which reflect AFA Arab
member companies expertise. It has been taken in consideration, when selecting the Conference papers,
to achieve the highest participation level of both foreign and Arab companies and to include nitrogen,
phosphate and potash fertilizers industries topics. The tackled themes encompass the following:
First Theme: best technologies in nitrogen, phosphate and potash fertilizer production
Second Theme: equipment and manufacturing
Third Theme: fertilizer industry and environment
It is noteworthy that 350 participants are expected to attend the Conference from different countries
across the world. The Conference is further accompanied with an industrial exhibition, in which (22)
companies will participate and present the latest international technology in all fertilizer industry
sectors together with technical services and engineering equipment provided in such a field.
In addition, the 40th general meeting, 102nd AFA Board meeting together with specialized committees
(economic and technical) meetings will be held in the margins of the Conference.
Notably, the Arab Fertilizer Association (AFA) is a non-governmental Arab International Organization
established since 40 years. AFA operates under the umbrella of the Council of Arab Economic Unity
and comprises Arab institutions and companies working in the fields of fertilizers manufacturing and
trading, in addition to other related fields.

AFA includes 185 Arab and foreign members from 35 countries across the world. It aims, generally, at
coordinating and developing technical relations between member companies, together with all issues
related to the fertilizer industry. AFA represents a framework through which Arab companies work and
get to know the latest technological developments in the fertilizer industry. It further provides Arab
companies’ representatives with the opportunity to strengthen relationships with international
institutions, organizations and companies working in the field of fertilizer industry, trade and usage.

